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Purpose 
To assist each reader to deeply understand the power of “Insight Selling”            
and how it can transform how we sell . . . anything, to anyone, anywhere at                
any time.  
 
Foundation 
From a big picture perspective there are four major ways to sell. Most sales              
professionals are familiar with the first three . . . but few have ever heard of the                 
fourth which is called “Insight Selling.”  
 
1. Product / Service Selling 
2. Relationship Selling 
3. Consultative Selling  
4. Insight Selling 
 
Albert Einstein actually created the foundation for “Insight Selling” with the insight            
that everyone on the planet is stuck.  Think about it . . .  
 
 

“Is there anyone on the planet that doesn’t have a problem?” 
 
Every single person, on the planet, has a challenge,         
a problem and every one of the 7.4+ billion people          
have created their own problem . . . based on how           
they think.  
 
When we, who are in sales (we all are in sales)           
learn how to help people to learn to think differently .           
. . and do so quickly . . . we become an “Insight             
Sales Professional.”  
 
The deep science within Insight Selling was discovered through a course called            
LEVERAGE . . . “The Magical Arts of POSITIVE Motivation & Manipulation.”            
Worldwide thought leaders have shared . . . “I have never experienced anything             
so well thought out from a sales perspective and so easy to learn and do that                
young children . . . well . . . a young child knows how to do this naturally.”  
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In this short, easy to read white paper, we will just be sharing the tip of the                 
iceberg, but that tip, will help you to start to Think Differently about selling.              
Before we do that let’s first look at the other three types of selling. 
 

1. Product / Service Selling 
We have a product / service, someone is willing to pay in            
exchange for what we have or do. The problem with this           
type of selling is that we become a commodity and our profit            
margins will continue to fall.  
 
2. Relationship Selling 
Many people, especially the amiable and expressive       
personalities will use relationships to sell. The challenge        
with this is that generally speaking people aren’t out there          
looking for relationships, they are looking for solutions for a          
challenge / problem they are facing.  

 
3. Consultative Selling 
Over the last 20 years this has become the most popular form of selling. It’s a very powerful                  
way to sell . . . but the challenge to this approach is that many people are now using this so it’s                      
become a “red ocean” rather than an innovative outside the box “blue ocean” strategy.  
 
4. Insight Selling 
Insight selling is more than a gimmick, more than a trend . . . it goes very core of                   
what people are seeking . . . INSIGHTS . . . into every area of one’s life.  
 
In “Consultative Selling” we ask     
good questions which will tend to      
impress people enough to where     
when we present the solution . . .        
they think we’re smart and they      
should go forward with us. 
 
In “Insight Selling” we ask great      
question . . . no . . . questions         
which are beyond great,    
questions that are simple but so      
powerful, so thought out that     
someone says “That’s a great     
question!   
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You know you’ve mastered “Insight Selling” when       
you consistently get those you are connecting with,        
that’s a great question, three times in your        
conversations. There is a science which is called        
Pathology Psychology which The LEVERAGE     
Network is studying at a deep level. 
 
Pathology is the brain paths (the way our brain         
thinks) when we SEE a challenge (problem ~ pain)         
or SEE an opportunity (pleasure). As soon as we         
are born, your brain starts to create paths . . . ways /             
pathology as to how we think.  
 
In Insight Selling we learn to      
“Ask Questions” that none of     
our competitors ever ask. In     
Insight Selling we are not     
actually seeking to sell    
anything . . . we are seeking       
to listen in a way that those       
we are talking with, have     
never experienced.  
 
When we are taught by     
experts in “Insight Selling”    
how to “Listen” based on     
Pathology Psychology  
connected into the DNA for     
PEOPLE ~ Personality Masteries, we actually know not only SEE what people            
are thinking, but based on our complete body language we become in sync /              
alignment, energetically and people gain a deep trust of Our Intentions almost            
immediately. Obviously this increase our sales closing ratio (number of people           
we talk to to those we close) as well as reduces are sales cycle (the time it takes                  
us to close a sale.) 
 
When we have an ARRT Mentor (see Q&A) who helps us to learn to THINK as                
other Pathologies / DNA for PEOPLE ~ Personality Masteries, the frequencies           
people think / resonate with, we gain deep INSIGHTS as to why others think they               
way they do. When we learn to think as others think, it not only changes what we                 
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say but the way we say it which then brings people into our frequency, thinking               
Pathology which helps people to not only see our Our Capabilities but to trust              
them at the deepest levels.  
 
When we do each of the above steps properly and with precision . . . like a gold                  
medal olympian or a Navy Seal or master of martial arts / or anything . . . we                  
learn to move whole groups of people and do so without effort.  
 
We get people to DO to take       
action, to move in ways they      
never dreamed possible to    
achieve things they often only     
sensed possible at a    
subconscious level.  
 
You have become a Wizard in      
Insight Selling when you ask the      
following two questions they    
those you are talking to reply. 
 
Second To Last Question . . .  
“Is there any other questions we      
should have asked but did not      
ask and/or other things we should      
know that we do not know?”  
Response ~ “No.  It’s been like an awakening talking with you.  Thank you!”  
 
Last Question . . .  
“Do you have any questions for me?”  
Response ~ “Yes . . . What’s The Next Step!”   
 
See . . . in “Insight Selling” . . . you are not giving them insights, from your                  
intelligence, knowledge or wisdom. They are not impressed with you . . . but are               
impressed with how you helped them to see something ~ INSIGHT ~ and they              
had the answer inside them all along . . . and you are the person, you have the                  
solution which will help them to Take Action to follow through on the INSIGHT              
you helped draw out of them.  
 

Yep . . . That’s What INSIGHT SELLING Is!   
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Q&A 

Q1. What would be my first step to learning Insight Selling? 

 
Answer 
Great question! Love it! Well done in seeking to take action quickly rather             
than overthinking it.  
 
You might consider inviting the person who passed this white paper along            
to you out for coffee (your treat :-) and ask them their story as to how they                 
came across this white paper and if they know any of the authors             
personally. 
 
Another great first step would be to complete a 3 minute personality /             
frequency survey online and request a GIFT 30 minute Strategy Session.           
In the field “Referred By . . .” please put the name of the person who                
referred you to this white paper + Insight Selling. 
 
    ~ http://dnaforsuccess.com/examination/30min-strategy/ 
 
Also . . . write to the person who passed this white paper along to you and                 
thank them and then share with them three things . . . we call this manage                
Up/Out. 
 
     1. What did I LEARN. 
 

     2. What ACTION will I take from what I learned. 
 

     3. What will I learn NEXT. 
 
Write out the names of all those people you can think of who would benefit               
the most from reading this white paper . . . AND then . . . place a STAR * be                    
the 2 individuals you have a strong frequency connection with. 
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Q2. You mention A Wizard . . . what does that mean? 

 
Answer 

Wow . . . we’re very impressed, very few people catch that small gift we               
inserted. Yes . . . you should take The LEVERAGE Course, Yes . . . you                
should get someone certified in INSIGHT SELLING through Legacy         
Partners . . . Yes . . . you should most likely get someone who is certified in                  
ActionVision one on one coaching to mentor you in INSIGHT SELLING . . .  
 
. . . Yes . . . you should do all those things . . .                
AND . . . you should also get the movie The           
Wizard Of Oz and watch it in a very new way . . .              
through Insight Selling.  
 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
 

This is also The Wizard that you’ll want to         
connect with through his website at: 
 

https://www.thewizardslife.com/ 
 
 
If you ever get to personally meet any of the amazing authors of this white paper                
ask them how The Wizard has impacted their lives. What’s strange is that they              
will say something that you’ll have a hard time believing . . . but it’s true . . .  
 
“The Wizard is the smartest and most humble person on the planet and what’s              
strange is that The Wizard has university studies and scientific studies to prove it.” 
 
What’s strange that no one seems to know the answer for is . . . “How in the world                   
does a university prove someone is the most humble of all creates in the world?”               
The Wizard doesn’t even know the answer to that question . . . but he knows, like                 
we all know that if a university did a study, then it must be true and if scientist                  
prove something to be true, it must be true. This Wizard is like all of us in that he                   
trust educational institutions and scientists in these areas.  
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Q3. What is LEVERAGE . . . The Course? 

 
Answer 

 

Ski Swiatkowski ~  
 

As a business leader for many decades and a professional          
speaker and author I have been through so many courses, training           
exercises and events . . . and I have NEVER been through            
anything like LEVERAGE . . . The Course.  

 
I’ve learned first and foremost to how to LEVERAGE myself and my 7 T’s ~ Time                
~ Talents ~ Treasure ~ Trust ~ Truth ~ Temple and Thought . . . and then how to                   
do that in a POSITIVE way with others.  

 
~ For Additional Information On LEVERAGE . . . The Course ~  

leverage.DNAforSuccess.com 
 
Here are some examples of things which give us / others LEVERAGE . . .  
 

> > > LEVERAGE . . . ~ Questions ~ Answers ~ Passions ~ Vision ~ Interests ~ Hobbies ~ Knowledge ~                      
Money ~ Time ~ Talents ~ Treasure ~ Trust ~ Truth ~ Temple ~ Thought ~ Education ~ Technology ~                    
Networks ~ Relationships ~ Love ~ Friendships ~ Gender ~ Ethnic ~ Age ~ Pain ~ Pleasure ~                  
Experiences ~ Hurt ~ Healing ~ Birth ~ Death ~ Life ~ Depression ~ Anger ~ Happiness ~ Spirituality ~                    
Joy ~ Humility ~  
 
. . . To Get What We       
& Others Truly Want    
In Life.  
 
This model breaks   
things down into 7    
easy lessons which   
help us to learn how     
to . . . well . . . do         
anything that is   
positive and our   
heart desires. More   
detail in the Q&A    
on the following   
model that seems   
overwhelming, but  
it’s really not.  :-) 
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Q4. What is ARRT and how does ARRT connect into Insight                     

Selling? 

 
Answer 
 

ARRT stands for “Atomic Ripple Reaction Team / Tree” 
 
ARRT was designed through LEVERAGE with the intention of         
bringing Peace to the Middle East & Serenity to Self. Whatever           
you are passionate about . . . whatever your life vision is, our             
passion is to help you achieve your life vision and live it each and              
every day. 
 
Ask the person who passed this white paper along to you if they             
would be willing and able to be your ARRT Buddy.  
 
 

My ARRT Mentor: ______________________________ 
 

My 2 ARRT Buddies ______________________________ 
 

______________________________ 
 

Check Out What The Wizard Has To Share About ARRT 
https://www.thewizardslife.com/wizard-arrt 
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